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The future work-place –8th July 2020 
 Webinar minutes     
 

Thank you very much again for attending our webinar on the 8th July 2020.  

This discussion followed on from Virdis’ first “Lunch&Dialogue” virtual event, around the ongoing 

changes triggered by the Covid-19 pandemic. Your insight and shared experience have contributed to 

rich conversations, which we hope will be helpful to apprehend the new (or not so new, for some) 

challenges in the work-place. 

Here below is a brief summary of the main points discussed in the main room and extracts of the sub-

groups’ discussions.  

&&& 

Change – now and after 

Remote work and virtual communication / digital events vs personal interconnection –“Emotions 

are expressed in an environment. The emotional aspect is always going to be missing from the 

virtual interaction. The relationships are based on emotions aspect; how we interact with each other 

is important.” 

“I mostly worked remotely in the past, and it didn’t affect my interaction with others; I was going to 

clients and met people regularly. Tiredness related to travelling was balanced by the positive human 

interaction, it was not a problem. However now, continuous virtual communication is exhausting, 

the attention spam has become shorter as one need to constantly be attentive and focused.” 

“Connect, connect always, is crucial, in order to interact, and don’t lose touch.” 

“We all had to adapt with using video calls and new tools and practices to working and facilitating 

collaboration.” 

“We all adapted quickly to using videoconferences; working from home has been challenging for all, 

especially the ones with children in the background, but this will not be for ever. For me and the 

senior management however, the real question is about the human interaction. We can be efficient 

working from home and save time on commuting, but at the same time how do we build this sense 

of team and the cohesion as a unit; it is easy when we’ve been working together already, but the 

relationship is less easy to build from scratch and to nurture. My work relationships are very 

important, it is the primary reason we work together. On a personal level, informal non-work 

environment interaction is also very important and makes a difference on how we work together. 

This is missing in a virtual environment.” 

 

Consulting work - Generally, it seems that consulting work has increased a lot over the past 6 

months, with many great opportunities of employment for these professionals.  “There are much 

more roles for part time or consulting now. Different skills are needed, and not necessarily full time.”  
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Connection and agility  

Some companies coped well with Covid-19 crisis and saw it as a catalyst; others, less agile and a bit 

old-fashioned in their ways, didn’t manage it so well. Good feedback to people is important. The 

workplace is important depending on where you are in your career. Social interactions are changing 

with the increase of remote working, and some personalities are less suited with this type of 

communication, with some being more or less agile. Some jobs are hard to create performance 

metrics around, especially on a remote-mode. 

 

Will conferences come back?  

Missing out on conferences was a major loss for many- it is a matter of talking to the people. 

BioEurope will come back, there is no doubt about it; large and smaller events will; nothing replaces 

the possibility to build a rapport and relationship by meeting people in-person. Your thoughts are 

elevated when you collide into people you were not expected to meet, in those events. It is the only 

way we can innovate at the pace that we do today. 

It is impossible to create these relationships whilst staying insular. However, will the format of these 

events remain the same when we know that, in reality, the value of the conferences are not the 

presentations, thought the conversations around them? 

Leadership in the organisation 

There is a clear absence of political leadership that also translates on how companies are run. Clear 

messages in the country’s governance helped the leadership to manage their organisations. Now is 

paramount to keep in touch with everybody in the company and see them as individuals.  

The role of HR in organisation is leading the relationship between HR and management- it is about 

collaboration, which will make it a success. 

New virtual social interaction rules are appearing gradually which we have to learn. It will be 

important to address the diversity of people, employees, with their specific needs and styles. 

Individual-centricity is arising. 

For training purposes (in particular for junior professionals), until now, travelling was an important 

part of learning on the job and a way for companies to grow their multicultural awareness. Though 

this is gradually changing now, with lesser necessity to move around physically, as younger 

generation are exposed to international travelling earlier on and prior to their career start. 

“The level of cultural-intelligence isn’t always something young people know how to utilise on the 

job. There is some responsibility from the companies to accelerate that learning from students, build 

the skills and create behavioural strategies that relate to distinction of individuals and groups.” 

“From a learning and development perspective, there is a lot to be done to develop diversity of 

culture and of know-how and knowledge among teams, beyond travelling.” 

“The role of HR is to create the conditions of an agile organisation, as the future is still highly 

uncertain. The skills are not really the ones that will create the future. Some people are emerging as 

having more leadership and a higher level of creativity. HR grids tools are only valid if they are agile 
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and include the new behaviours and values when they are detected and needed for the future. HR 

should tailor the right development pathways to the leaders that are targeted for this specific 

leading features. To the high performers and the teams who are part of the landmark of the 

organisation, different development programs are necessary, adapted to the skills they need to 

grow. We ow the employees a lot of development as they are the ones who develop our business. 

They are all part of the equation; we can segment our employees as we segment our customers.”   

The contract is only an element of the picture; it might evolve into something more creative (i.e. 

self-employed entrepreneurs, etc).  

“Leadership looks different in how we engage with teams; there is much more efforts on 

communication, to compensate with the lack of possibility in sensing how people are doing. It is a 

necessity to ensure we are in contact with the team, keeping the moral high and maintaining a 

general flow of communication and general holistic view of current news.” 

“Leadership is also the reflexion of the leadership in the country, which helps translating clear 

direction within organisations. Independently, there is a clear leadership requirement from the 

management teams, from top to bottom. The environment is a source of stress for employees and 

there is a need for reassurance about safety and a social link by recreating a working environment. 

This comes with challenges, though creating space for open, transparent and clear communication is 

facilitating keeping a harmonious atmosphere. 

Genuine empathy towards people helps reassuring. Having a HR /leadership role, is the best way to 

generate engagement of the employees and as such should be developed across the organisation. 

Will this closer communication last? How to create new behaviours and new values going forward? 

The longer this current situation last, the more likely the ongoing practices will transform into 

sustainable habits. 

HR’s role is to support management teams to create the right conditions to work, and to listen to 

and understand employees’ needs, as their internal customers. The same individual attention needs 

to be given to them. Their engagement is crucial to the success of the company. The Covid-crisis has 

a strong impact on the individual as an “entity”, highlighting individualities. Some people will stand 

out, though not all, thus the need to address each person individually. Rewarding certain 

performances and agile behaviour shown during the past months will be important as well. 

 

What is the post-Covid reality going to be? It seems that there is no coming back to our lives of 

“before”. 

When is “next” is the question. 

Positive flux and mindset…or not…yet? –  

There are a lot of benefits from the current situation, with for example, the reduction of commuting. 

Interaction between teams turns around Project team meetings primarily. Fairness by principle is 

changing concept, mixed with individual needs and trust. Going forward, it is likely that more 

flexibility is established, with 2 or 3 days on site to enable physical connectivity and in-person 

interaction. 

Some leaders noticed that online meetings are more effective and efficient, and in reality, allow a 

more balanced team interaction. 
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“In the healthcare industry, the show has gone on, we are lucky. I still feel invigorated buy a number 

of things happening, and had many very good productive days, even virtually. 

“It was all so quick and we don’t know yet what we missed. We all adapted a lot and everybody is 

acting as normal as possible to not lose their job. There are so many dynamics going on and changes 

happening simultaneously; we can’t make an assumption that everything is alright. Humanity is 

impacted in many ways. We are used to move so fast within the start-up environment, that it seems 

that adding to so many other things to think about, is slowing you down.” 

For a large number of participants, there is no going back to where we were before. The connections 

are to re-establish, as a matter of fact, though we will not go back to “our” norm after this massive 

disruption. Disruption leading to innovation is often coming from outside of your own industry. 

Besides, it takes acceptance to the fact that we won’t go back to our old norm. It is a mental process 

and means to let go of the “world of before”. In the instance of large organisations, very small steps 

towards more flexibility will take months to be implemented, practically speaking, and mindsets will 

need to shift too. With the help of technology and based on the belief that the “new normal” is 

already there, we should embrace it. Finally, Europe as the very heart of diversity, has a fantastic 

opportunity to cease and take the lead in the race of innovation. 
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